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ABSTRACT
This is a final report defining the results of a development pro-
gram to verify the feasibility of a new rotary pneumatic servomotor con-
cept for gimbal actuators.
The new concept is the unique Dynavector* Actuator**. The Dyna-
vector actuator is an integral high-speed "virtual motor" and high-ratio
transmission without high-velocity mechanical elements. The virtual motor
is a positive displacement, negligible inertia, rotating vane motor. The
motor output is a bi-directional high-speed rotating force vector. The
integral transmission converts the rotating force vector directly into
low-speed, high-torque rotary motion ideally suited for directly driving
a rotary to linear ball. screw transmission. The high torque-to-inertia
ratio of the Dynavector represents a significant advancement in high
response fluid power servo technology.
The cot_clusions of this study confirm the feasibility of the
Dynavector Actuator for gimbal actuation.
4
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*Trade_ark of The Bendix Corporation
**The Bendix Corporation has a patent application pending on this device.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTIO:_ AND SL_"_ARY
This report summarizes the results of a fifteen (15) month develop-
ment program by which the feasibility of a new rotary pneumatic actuator
concept was established. The new concept is the l;endix Dynavector
Actuator, a new concept in the field of servomechanisms,
This program was sponsored by the Flight Control Develooment
Branch, Astrionlcs Division, National Aeronhutics and Space Administra-
tion, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, under Contract
Number NAS 8-54 )7, Modification No. i0.
The major activities accomplished during this program are shown on
the program schedule of milestones, Figure i. The efforts conducted
were divided into three primary categories: Analysis and design, fabri-
cation and assembly, and testing.
The purpose of the program has been accomplished with the demon- *
stratlon of the performance of the pneumatic Dynavector actuator,
Model PL-OI5-BI shown in Figures 2 and 3.
!
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SECTION II
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
1 DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION
i The Dvnavector motor is an integral high-speed motor and high-ratio
transmission without high-velocity mechapical elements. The major compo-
I nents of the Dynavector motor assembly consist of a series of displacement
_ chambers, a unique integral eplcyclic transmission, and commutation port-
ing. The transmission and motor use e!eme_ts common to both, resulting
I- in a much simpler and a more reliable design.
L The power element is a positive displacement, very low inertia,
nonrotating vane motor. Its output is a radial force vector which rotates
I" at high speed and in either direction of rotation. The disF_acementchambers formed by the vanes and the housing expand and collapse at the
force vector, but do not rotate. The motor is self-commutating but doe_
not contain a rotating porting plate or spindle. The absence of high-
velocity _embers in the motor significantly reduces tile inertia, result-
ing in high acceleration capability.
i The integration of the power element and epicyclic transmission intoaa integral actuator design results in an ideal servo actuator with a
high torque-to-inertia ratio and high constant efficiencies for both small
and rated loads.
I_ The operation of the Dynavector motor is illustrated by Figure 4.
basic components are the ring gear, the ground gear and hodsing, the
:enter output gear, and the unique vanes. The displacement chambers are
I ormed between the ground and the ring mesh by the vanes. This
gear gear
gear mesh provides displacement motion without rotation because both gears
.ave exactly the same number of teeth. It may be considered as a loose
spline, but is a true involute gear mesh. The internal portion of thering gear forms the tra smission betw en the motor a d the output shaPt
and represents the epicycllc transmission. The ring gear does not rotate
Ii but orbits about a small radius and drives tileoutput gear.A force vector is generated by pressurizing three adjacent displace-
ment chambers while venting the remaining three. The vector is made to
I rotate by pressurizing a vented chamber adjacent to the original threepressurized chambers while simultaneously venting the diametrically
opposite pressurized chamber. At that instant, the force vector advances
through an angle equal to the arc width of one displacement chamber. If
I on ring gear is at approximately degrees
the force vector the located 90
to the ring and output gear contact point, the ring gear will move,
causing the output gear to turn and causing the contact point to move.
t
I
4 t
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Figure 4 - Basic Operation and Design of Dynavector Actuator
_ovement of the ring gear switches the porting, causing the force vector
to rotate so that it remains 90 degrees to the contact point; thus, the
motion will be continuous and the output shaft will turn continuously
but at a much lower speed than the force vector. The ratio will be deter-
mined by the difference in number of teeth between the ring gear and the
output l_ear. The gears in Figure 4 have 30 and 32 teeth; thus, the
reduction ratio is 15:1.
The available differential pressure in the form of two motor port
pressures PI and P2 must be commutated to the proper displacement chambers
to produce a rotating force vector in phase with the ring gear motion.
To ensure that this phase relationship always holds true, the motion or
position of the ring gear is used to provide this commutation through a
series of ports. Each displacement chamber has a pair of supply ports
(a P1 and P2 port) associated with it. The P1 por_s are all interconnected
in the housing and brought out to a single inlet port, as are all the P2
ports. These ports are in the housing and, therefore, are stationary with
respect to the displacement chambers. They are also located under the
-right sear face, as shown in Figure 4, and a port connecting the displace-
ment chamber to the ring gear face is located opposite them.
5
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i By locating these PI and P2 ports as shown in Figure 4, the ring
gear ports will open P1 ports to half the displacement chambers and P2
ports to the remaining half. The resulting pressure force on the ring
gear from the displacement chambers connected to P1 is 180 degrees oppo-
I site P2 aild 90 degrees from the output gear contact point. _herefore,
[ pressurizing PI and venting P2 produces rotation in one direction, while
interchanging pressure and return reverses the motor. This also satisfies
the desired relationship between force vector and ring gear position.
Because this commutation is created by the displacement member or ring
gear itself, it will always rotate in phase with the motor, producing
maximum efficiency.
I There is a very low speed torque ripple, which depends only on the
number of vanes or displacement chambers. The number of chambers need
i not be odd or even, since tlle starting torque is only a function of the
force vector angle, which varies through an angle equal to the angle
included by one displacement chamber.
For the most compact motor, vanes are used to form the displacementchamber. However, most common methods used in fluid motors may be applied.
Radial pistons, bellows, flexible diaphragms, etc., could be used to form
displacement chambers and generate the required force vector from applied
pressures.
One of the primary advantages of the Dynavector actuator is the
efficiency, which is especlally outstanding at high ratios. The unique
transmits the load reaction forces at close to one-to-one corre-
ring gear
spondence to ground and, therefore, is actually an output or hlgh-torque
member. On the other hand, it is also the dynamic member of the motor
I which is the low torque component of the system.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of breakout torque of conventional
rotary motors with an identlcal-slzed Dynavector motor. The no-load break-
out torque is a direct measurement of internal friction, since the motormust overcome these losses before starting to turn. The data in Figure 5
effectlvely verifies the on-to-one correspondence of friction force and
output shaft.
Several limiting factors present in conventional rotary motor plus
transmission systems are significantly improved by the Dynavector actuator
Ii design and operation. The relative velocities between dynamic and staticm mbers are v y small, b cause of th small amplitude orbital motion. In
a Dynavector actuator, the relative velocity between the gears anti housing
Ii is only a funct]o,; of tlle e_:co,d)'iv;_v, ,H,_cl, ";q l,,_s tlmn one-t,,rth ofan it_ch, ti_lt's the altgu]ar vol.ocitv, l( "ev_. lit : coitv,) , J,)),,'] (:,,o"
there are usually components with a raoius o' .,or_., tba; _), il_t:h ro:rt.;_,,
at the same angular velocity. Thus, for a fo) c_, w'ctor s_oo. of _,¢_0(_,'p
I rubbing velocity would not exceed 30 in/sec, whereas, in r conventionaimotor rotating at 3,000 RPM, rubbing velocities wot|],_ be ,,reater Li:a_t
300 in/sec. The same argument holds true for the _ransmission, which uoes
J not have conventional input gears running at high pitch llne velocities.
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Figure 5 - Zero Load Brake-Out Torque Characteristic Curves
The relative tooth velocities correspond to tI1ose found on]y Jn the last
stage of a conventional transmission. The absence of high relative velo-
cities produces high mechanical efficiency by reducing friction losses
at high motor speed.
Another factor that is significantly reduced Is actuator inertia.
In conventional high-speed motors, the motor inertia resulting from a
rotar mass rotating at high angular velocities has always limited the
motor response capabilities. The small volumes under compression have
helped to compensate for the poor response due to inertia and have placed
rotary servos in contention, provided high pneumatic pressures are used.
The Dynavector actuator, having no mass rotating at input speed and
only a small reflected inertia, due to the small eccentric rotation of the
ring gear and the low speed o,Jtpu_, shaft, is equivalent to the reflected
inertia of a similar capacity piston-cylinder actuator. On the other
hand, the volume under compressioz_ is equivalent to a rotary servo and is
much less,,than that of a pLsLon-cylinder actuator. This allows the use
of a lower pressure or bulk modulus than that used in state-of-the-art
systems.
i
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IAgain, comparison of a conventional rotary motor's response character-
istlc to an identical-slzed Dynavector motor operating with the same
servovalve and supply pressure is shown in Figure 6. The extremely high
response characteristic of the Dynavector motor verifies a substantial
i reduction of motor inertia.
2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
I In order to select a suitable design for evaluation, of the Dyna-
vector concept, it would be desirable to design a motor-transmlsslon
combination equivalent to the existing designs for the J-2 engine glmbal
I actuator. This results in an actuator capable of driving the rotary to• line r ball screw directly.
The required output stall force of the J-2 actuator is 42,000 Ibs.
I. and the ball screw lead is 0.4 in/rev or 15.7 rad/in. Therefore, therequired output torque of the rotary motor will be,
42n000
ffi2,670 in-lbs.
15 7
The required load speed is 1.65 inches per second, using hydrogen
I gas as a power source. However, the motor will be tested, using air or
nitrogen and the required speed with this gas will be 0.7 inch per second
I _ 10 ........ _ ,'! .... " T ' _ .... _ i '_
, li!!!i[ !'o o_ i* I ; _ i I' -" T "-
= , iJt_, ,
] I I lllll t i I I I1111 ._ _ \ 1 ,_ .
1 1 I t I 1II ...: v,.;,_,_ I 1ill _ '_ 1 =
t ti I111---o,..,_TO,!_/I I
I .1 _llll! 1. t, .Jill! ..... _ _ J,.
0.1 ! 10 I00
FREQUEHCY - CPS
1
i Figure 6 - Frequency Response Servovalve Driven Rotary Motors
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to produce 1.75 inches per second when operated with hydrogen. The
corresponding load torque for this speed is 23,000 lbs or 1,460 in-lbs
rotary actuator output. The load speed of 0.7 inch per second becomes
(0.7)(15.7) = 11 rad/sec = 105 RPM
rotary actuator speed.
The remaining requirements including response, operating pressure,
transmission ratio, are taken from the existing J-2 gimbal actuator
design as the desired Dynavector motor's requirements and the complete
design requirements are summarized in Table 1.
Table I - Feaslbili_y Model Dynavector Motor Design Requirements
Requirement _alue
Operating Pressure 800 pslg
Operating Media N2
Operating Temperature 70°F
Stall Torque 2670 in-lbs
Rated Torque 1460
Rated Speed 105 RPM
Maximum Speed 210 RPM
Natural Frequency 25 cps
Transmission Ratio 15:1
3. ANALYSIS
A. Displacement !
The require motor displacement is a function of the desired
stall torque and the torque efficiency for a given ratio Dynavector motor.
The basic efficiency of the Dynavector motor design is a function of the
geometry and the mechanical efficiency of the gear train.
The design of Figure 4 can be reduced to a force balance problem
shown in Figure 7. The force produced on the ring gear by the pressure
differential, AP, is the force vector P and acts at some angle a through
the ring gear center labeled, Q. The ring gear reaction force-to-ground J
or the housing is on a llne tangent to the base circles of the ground
gear mesh. Since this design uses a one-to-one mesh, the two base circles
are equal and the line tangent to them is a llne parallel to a llne
connecting the two ccnters, Q, and, O, and at the base circle radius,
vb. The reaction force, R, must lle on this llne as shown.
1967018173-016
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Figure 7 - Force Balance on Ring Gear
To place the ring gear in equilibrium, the third force, the
torque force, T, must pass through the point of intersection of the
pressure and reaction forces labeled "P'. The desired quantity is the
torque produced by pressure force, possible to calculate
the P. It Is
the displacement producing the force, P. For example, If the displacement
chamber's mean diameter Is DI, the displacement wlll be given by,
DH - D1 (e)(W) 1-_ (1)
J- and the force P will be
2a (2)
P = DIW (AP)
I where, W, is the chamber width.
1 Carrying through both calculations will result in ideal torque being
t defined by ,
t = DH (&P)(N) (3)
il.
[ lo
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where N is the transmission ratio. This formula is then modified by the
mechanical efficiency n to give a general expression for torque, t, which
is
2a
t = DIe(W) 18-'_(AP) N In-lbs (4)
for an infinite number of displacement chambers. On the other hand, this
is the standard equation for positive displacement motors and if the
actual displacement, DM, is obtained for a finite number of displacement
chambers, the equation will determine the output torque.
B. Torque-Speed Analysis
The Dynavector motor can be represented by a series of flow
paths, as shown in Figure 8. The symbols in Figure 8 are defined by:
Areas: [in 2]
AV = servovalve supply and return area
,i
AC - Dynavector actuator conunutation area
AL - upstream [P1] Dynavector actuator leakage area to vent
AE - downstream [P2] Dynavector actuator leakage area to vent !
ALl - upstream [Pl] leakage area to vent [including servovalve]
AL2 = downstream [P2] leakage area to vent [including servovalve]
wcp Acp
"cp" Acp-
• iWI W W2
@ --" iPS PI _PI' P2"_ P2WS _ _., _ WV_ _-% _'_ _ -
WLI Wk WE WL2 P'_ !
Figure 8 - Flow Model for Dynavector Actuator |
1967018173-018
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i ACp - Dynavector actuator crossport leakage
ACp, = servovalve crossport leakage
I. Pressures: [psia]
P = regulated supply pressure
- P1 = upstream servovalve output pressure
I P2 = downstream servovalve return pressure
!
P1 = internal upstream Dynavector actuator pressure
' ffi internal downstream Dynavector actuator pressureP2
PE ffi vent or ambient pressure
Flows: [lb/sec]
WS = total supply flow
W1 ffisupply flow entering motor
WLI ffisupply flow leaking to vent
I WCp - supply flow leaking to return llne
WCp, - motor supply flow leaking to motor return flew passages
I WD - displacement flow
WE - dlsplacement flow leaking to vent
WD - displacement flow returning to return llne
WL2 - return flow leaking to vent
WV - return flow returning through servovalve
I_ Miscellaneous:
. 1)M - motor displacement - in3/rad
I _ = motor Lransmission ratio
i i 12
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The flow, WS, enters the servovalve supply land area, AV, and passes
through the manifold ring in the motor end caps to the commutation ports,
AC. At this point, two leakage paths occur: one to atmosphere through
an equivalent area ALl, and one to the return passages. The remaining
flow passes through the available commutation area, AC, into the motor.
Again, leakage can pass to atmosphere through equivalent area, AL, or to
the return side of the motor through equlvalent area, ACp'. The remaining
flow, WD, is what will rotate the motor by filling the displacement volume,
D_,i. After filling the displacement volume, the flow is returned through
the return commutation area, AC, and servovalve area, AV, experiencing
leakage paths similar to those encountered in the supply paths.
The motor torque is developed by the differential pressure PI' - P2'
which in turn is a function of motor speed or flow and leakage flow. The
pressures and flows are governed by the following equations:
CCdAvP s
WS = T fl(Pl/Ps) (5)
CCjALIP 1
WE1 = T fI(PE/PI ) (6)
CCdAcpP 1
WCp = T fl(e2/Pl ) (7)
CCdAcP 1
W1 = T fI(PI'/PI) (C)
CCdAcp'P 1'
WCp = T fI(Ps'/PI ') (9)
CCdALPI,
WE " T fI(PE/P1 ') (10)
CCdAEP 2'
WE = T fI(PE/P2 ') (II)
CCdAcP 2 ,
W2 = T fI(P21P2 ') (12)
CCdAL2P 2
WL2 = T fI(PE/P2 ) (13)
13
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II CCdAvP 2
Wv = T fI(PEIP2 ) (14)
I
i W1 = WS - WLI - WCp (15)
I WD - W1 - WL - Wcp, (16)
i_ and
Ws = WD + WCF, - WE (17)[
Wv - W2 + Wcp - WL2 (18)
where
T - Temperature - "R
C - Flow equation coefficient
Cd = Orifice discharge coefficient
fl - Flow function for flow equation
I The two desired quantities are torque and speed. Torque iseasily obtained by,
t = DM(PI, - P2,)(N)(n) (19)
I where
_ = Torque - In-lbsn = Torque efficiency
Speed is governed by the volumetric flow rate filling and emptying the
displacement volume, DM, which is a function of PI', the pressure at whichthe displacement volume is filled. From the perfect gas law,
WDRT
where
VD = displacement volumetric flow - In3.
I
14
|
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The speed, e °, in degrees per secoud becomes,
WDRT(360)
= (21)
PI,(2.)(DM)N
Equations (5) thru (21)were programmed into a digital computer to
mechanize an otherwise difficult trial and error solution for _ch data
point. The results print out a series of torque and speed points for
given input area, temperature, pressures, geometry and transmission ratio.
C. Response Analysis
The Dynavector Actuator can be represented by a conventional
rotary motor-transmlsslon device with certain advantages. The low fric-
tion torque reduces the nonlinear effects to negligible amounts and a true
linear analysis can be considered.
A conventional rotary servo actuator is represented by the block
diagram in Figure 9. The symbols represent:
T = output torque demand (Ib-in)
= output speed (rad/sec)
T = gas pressurization time constant (see)
JA = actuator inertia (ib-in-sec2) i
___T=actuator-servovalve torque-speed characteristic (Ib-in/rad/sec)
I = servovalve current (milllamp)
_T
--= actuator-se_,,ovalve stall torque gain
_I
G = servov_ive dynamic transfer functionV
The two quantities 0T/_0 and _T/_I are defined by the torque-speed char-
acterlstic curves as _hown in Figure I0. The gas pressurization time
constant is given by: I
v_T
2
kPo(DMN)
15
|
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Figure 9 - Actuator-Servovalve Block Diagram
I 0
o 6 _-SPEED(RADSEC)
I Figure tO - Torque-Speed Dynamic Parameters
- where :
I DM = actuator displacement, in3/rad
N = actuator transmission ratioV - actuator volume under compression
k ffi 1.4 for nitrogen
P = average quiescent pressure in the actuator for small-o
amplitude signals
i - The inertia is the of three
Iner ti...._._._a Dynavector actuator sum
parts. The ring &ear (see Figure ii) has an eccentric inertia component
and a rotating component when the ring gear rotates. The third and usually
insignlfJcant part is the output shaft inertia.
l ¢
16
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OUTPUT 5HAFI
RING
GEAR
Figure II - Dynavector Actuator Inertla £omponents
The ring gear eccentric inertia is given by
9
,l 1 = me- (23)
where,
m = mass of ring gear
e = eccentricity of ring gear
This inertia must be multiplied by the Dynavector actuator ratio squared,
to get the reflected value at the output shaft.
Some Dynavector actuator designs have a rotating ring gear and,
therefore, an _Iditional inertia term. This rotating inertia is given by
the rotating inertia of the ring gear, rotati_.g on its centerllne, or for
simple rings,
1 2 ?
Jl = _ m (rI - r2 (24)
where,
rI = outside radius of ring gear
r2 - inside radius of ring gear
17
i
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N+
This inertia must be reflected to the output shaft by the rotation ratio
I squared. Tile rotation ratio between the ring and the output shaft isthe overall ratio, divided by a quantity that is equal to the number of
teeth in the output shaft, divided by the difference in number of teeth
between the ring gear and the output shaft.
i "l,e t,locl', in,ram in Figure 9 reduces to"
I
v a'I" _LI
= = (25)
I where the second-order factors are given by:+
2 = _ (26)
_ = I12 A /" (27)
I D. Comuutation Analysis
In tile torque speed analysis, an effective commutation area is
l reouired. This quantity is a function of commutation geometry. For
ulotted-typc commutation ports as shown in Figure 12, the area is defined
by the area exposed to supply or return passages. Figure 12 indicates
on- admission slot open to a l'o port. The area is given'bv_
Aci = e cosF - (2y-x) w (28)
' ---,om rotation area. i, for admission port i+ at an angle /
'ci
+"0 ° from gear contact point
I x = admission slot width
Y = PI and P2 slot spacing from center
I w = mi,_ission slot length
When 27 = x there Is zero overlap in the commutation.
The total commutation area is the sum of each admission slot
or if _ is the number of chambers, the total area is
n ]I Ac = [e -2_ + x] u 11+2 _-" cos i -- (29)i=1,2,
I
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COMMUTATION AREA
Y //_"_ w ADMISSION PORT IN RING GEAR
IN HOUSING ADMISSION PORT CL
P1 P2 PORTS CL
o 440"_
Figure 12 - Comanutation Geometry
E. Transmission Analysis
(a) Gear Design Oblectives
Efficiency
In general, the efficiency of gears is expressed as a
ratio of the work output of the driving gear over the arc of contact of
a 1_air of g,ar toeth. The efficiency can also be expressed in terms of
tlm proportions of the interl_al aud c::terna] gears. Factors, such as tile
relative number of teeth, the length of the arc of approacl_ (i.e., th,:
arc from the point where the teeth come into contact to the pitch point
of the gear) and the length of the arc of recess (i.e., the arc length
from the pitch point to the last point of contact) affect the efficiency.
Clearly, poweL transmission is directly related to effi-
ciency, and therefore, high levels of efficiency are desirable. Since
relationshlps between gear geometry and efficiency can be established, it
is possible to select gear proportions with efficiency as a design param-
eter. In addition, it is possible to maximize the efficiency of involute
gears by an appropriate choice of gear proportions.
Contact Ratio
The contact ratio, or duration of contact, of gears is
the ratio between the length of the arc into which mating teeth come
through and go out of contact and the arc length between successive teeth
on the gear. The former is called "the arc of action," and its length
consists of an "arc of approach" and an "arc of recess."
19 i
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II As a function of gear proportions, the contact ratio rangesfrom a lower bound of zero to an upper b und which depends upon the radii
at which the gear teeth come to a point. In practice, thc upper bound
for the contact ratio depends upon tooth interference conditions. If the
gear teeth are to be free of interference between the profile of one tooth
and the tip of the other tooth, then the contact ratio is limited to geer
proportions which satisfy non-lnterference conditions.
Since the contact ratio involves the arc of approach and
the arc of recess, and since gear efficiency is also related to these
quantities, the condition that the gear operation be free of interference
may be imposed in such a manner as to maximize both the contact ratio and
the gear efficiency. It is well to note that these two quantities maxi-
mized together do not necessarily represent individual maxima. Thus, it
may be possible to achieve a higher contact ratio at the expense of lower
efficiency.
Tooth Interference
Tooth interference is the condition where the teeth cannot
pass freely out of mesh as the gears are in operation. Figure 13 shows typi-
cal involute gear tooth orientations at various an_les of rotation. The
outside radius, Re, of the external gear tooth and the inside radius,
Ri, of the internal gcar tooth are marked, as is the center distance, C.
I Tooth interference occurs as a function of the combinedf _ magnitudes of Ro, Ri and C. Given an inside radi s and a cent r distance,
interference will occur if the outside radius is too large. Similarly,
given an outside radius and a center distance, interference will occur
the inside radius is too small.
if
During the operation of the gears, the involute profiles
of the teeth are in contact only along the arc of action. As the exter-
i [ nal tooth moves down the profile of tooth,
the internal its corner traces
a trochoidal path. This path exists, because the centers of rotation
of the two gears are displaced. Analysis of the interference character-
I_ istlcs of gears involves a comparison between the simultaneous paths ofthe tips of the internal and external teeth. When this comparison is
made for all combinations of inside and outside radii, ranging from the
base radii to the radii at which the teeth come to a point, the optimumgear proporti ns which s isfy the design requirements can be obtained.
i (b) AnalysisGeneral
This section presents the mathematical relationshipsdescribing the geometry of involute _ears. The equations for the contact
ratio and tip interference will be developed. The maximum efficiency
condition for gear operation will be established. The three relationships
will be used to obtain the inside radius of the internal gear and the out-side radius of the external gear for the highest possible contact ratio.
I
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P-4407
Figure 13 - Involute Cear Tooth Orientation
4
The arc tooth thickness geometry will be derived. The
tooth thickness required for the teeth to mesh tightly at a given center
distance, and the thickness at the tips of the internal and external teeth
are combined in a single relationship. The relationship is constructed
under the condition that the internal and external tooth tip thickness is
the same.
Finally, the equations for the diameter of a gear "over
rolls" will be derived for internal and external gears. The measurement
over rolls i8 a quantity used during the machining of the gears to assure
the proper tooth configuration and dimension.
Involute Gear Geometry !The Involute Function
The involute curve is generated from a base circle, accord-
ing to the following construction: The path traced by the end of a per-
fectly flexible line drawn.tangent to a circle is called the "involute
of the circle." The geometry is illustrated in Figure 14. !
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i Figure 14 - Involute Geometry
Referring to Figure 14:
I e - tan _ - _ = inv _ (30)
Note that the arc _ is the length of the circumference on the circle
I over the angle 0 .+ If the function is expressed
tangent as a ratioj
r this is seen immediately.
n,i
e + 0 = (31)
Rb
| or
. [ % [_+,] ._a2_ .v2 (32)
It follows that the radius of curvature of the involute curve at any point
is the length of the generating line, Rb [O + #], at that point.
[ 22
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The Trochoid Function
" A trochoid is the path of a point in a moving plane as
it progresses along a fixed curve. For example, the trochoid of a circle
aq it rolls on a straight llne is illustrated in Figure 15. The point p on
the radius of the circle traces the trochoid path shown. With r_spect
to gear teeth, trochoid action occurs between mating teeth as they progress
along a path of contact. Two cases will be considered.
The trochold of the corner of an external gear tooth at
the root of an internal gear tooth is described by the geometry in Fig-
ure 16(a).
Let
R = outside radius of external gear
O
C = center distance
= rotation angle of external gear
8 = rotation angle of internal gear
RT = radius to trochoid on the internal gear
eT = vectorial angle of trochoid
_ro_-_F;gure 16(a) the geometrical conditions are:
_Ro2 oRT = + C_ + 2 To C cos a (33)
and
0T = Arcsin o sin - _ (34)
P-4_7
p
Fi&ure 15 - Trochold of a Clrcle
!
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(a) Trochoi,.t Ceortet]'v (h) Trochoid Geometry
P-4407
E-
l'. Fig,ire 16 -Trocho[d Ceometry
where R
Rpi
_ ,, =po' 9+ pitch radii of external and internal gears, respectively.
The trochoid of the corner of the internal gear tooth atthe root of the external tooth is desc ibed by the geometry shown in
Figur., 16(b). Let Ri denote the inside radius of the internal gear.
RT = + C2 + 2 Ri C cos E (35)
Ii and i_ _Rt _51
eT = Arcsin sin -a (36)
R
The Contac t, .Rat to
! The duration of contact between internal, and externalgear teeth is defined on the line of action. Formally, the contact ratio
I
1 24A
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is given by the length of the path of contact between its intersection w_th
the inside radius of the internal gear and its intersection with the out-
side radius of the external gear, divided by the base pitch of the gears.
The geometry for obtaining the contact ratio is shown in Figure 17.
Let
Rbl = base radius, external gear
Rb2 = base radius, internal gear
C = center distance
Rpl = pitch radius, external
Rp2 - pitch radius, internal gear
R = outside radius, external gear
O
25
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I Ri - inside radius, internal gear
- operating pressure angle at the pitch llne
N] - number of teeth, external gear| ,.
"2 = number of teeth, internal gear
I The contact ratio, mp, is given by
C sin ¢ - - Rb2[ m-
p 2 _ Rbl
"1
2 _ Rb2
N2
I SubstitutimL of equation (32) Into the above yields a relation between
the contact ratio and the involute functions at the radii, R° and Ri. Thus,
I NI C Rb2
m-_-/_ [--sin ¢ + (inv ¢o + _o) - -- (inv _i + ¢i )]
i p Rbl Rbl
N2 [ C sin ¢ + Rbl (inv : + _o ) (Inv _i + _I)]r 2_ Rb2 2 o
(38)
Efficiency Gearsof
The maximum efficiency of internal and external involute
gear is taken to be the condition; the Ro - intercept and the Ri - Inter-c pt on he line of action are eouldistant from he pitch point. From
Figure 17 it is seen that this condition is met when
2 2 2
- Rbl + - R 2 = (Rp2 + Rpl) sin _ (Jg)
In terms of the involute functions the maximum efficiency occurs for thecondition
I Rbl (lay ¢o + ¢o ) + Rb2 {tnv ¢i + ¢I ) = (Rp2 + Rpl) sin ¢(40)
|
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Substitution of equation (40) into equation (38) ylelds an expression
involving the contact ratio as a function of the involute value at the
tip of the external gear tooth. The result is:
N1 [( C - Rp2 - Rpl sin ¢ + 2 (inv _c + ¢o)1 (41)mp= _ '" Rbx
Tip Interference
Tip interference occurs when the trochoid of the path of
the corner of the external gear tooth intersects the involute profile of
the internal gear tooth. If the trochoid is outside of the tooth form,
then no tip interfercnce will exist.
In terms of angles, the angJe to the tip of the internal
tooth is given by the involute function at the inside radius, Ri, that is,
y = inv ¢i (42)
Referring to Figure 16(a), the trochoid of the path of the tip of the
external gear tooth is given by
0T = Arcsin sin -b (43)
where (Ri2 _ C2 _ R° 2)
L_ = arccos 2 C R''
NI . o
N2
The angle, UT, is measured with respect to the axis of symmetry of the
trochold. The axis of symmetry is at an angle Oo, with respect to the
line of centers, given by i
0 NI iO = _ [inv ¢o - lnv _] + inv ¢ (44)
Define
x = ¢ " _T (45)0
27
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It follows that no tip interference occurs for any gear proportions Ro
I and Ri, such that x • y.
Tooth Thickness
I The arc tooth thickness of an involve gear tooth is a
function of the radius of the arc and is a function of the thickness at
some other radius. Figure 18 illustrates the geometry for an external
I gear tooth. Referring to Figure 18, the involute tooth form, generated
from base radius, Rb, of an external tooth, is shown.
i Let the arc tooth thickness T1 at radius R1 be known.For all positions on the involute curve,
Rb
= Arccos -- (46)R
yields values for the arguments _i and _2 in particular. At R2, the arc
tooth thickness is given by
"1".2 = X2 + 2 inv ¢1 - 2 inv *2| (47)
I For an internal gear tooth, similar analysis leads to therc, s_l I t
I T2 = R2 _ + 2 inv :2 - 2 inv 4 (48)
I (;iven proportions of an internal and external gear pair,it is desired to find the arc tooth thickness at the tips of the internal
and external teeth which is equal for the two teeth and which permits the
teeth to mesh tightly at the pitch point. In order that the teeth mesh
I tlght]v at the pitch poiht, the arc tooth thickness must be such that
2'_ 2_
I Tpl + Tp2 * "i Rpl N2 Rp2 (49)
where
Tpl -- arc tooth thickness of the external gear tooth at the
pitch radius, Rpl
T = arc tooth thickness of the internal gear tooth at tlle
pO
pitch radius, Rp2
NI, N_ = number of teeth in external and internal gears, respectively
!
2b
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Figure 18 - Tooth Thickness
From equation (47) the arc tooth thickness at the tip of
the external tooth is
T = R1 1Tpl + 2 (inv inv _ (50)o LRpl _ - 4o
and from equation (48) the arc tooth thickness at the tip of the internal
tooth is
Ti = Ri ITp2 + 2 (inv - inv ¢)] (51)R _i
where
¢ = operating pressure angle at Rpl and at Rp2.
Setting To = T i = T and solving the resulting expression
simultaneously with equation (49) for Tpl , substitution of this value
29
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into equation (21) gives the requisite tooth tip thickness. After some
I_ manipulation, it is found that
I R 2_ 1 " Rp3 Ri + 2 Ro inv _o + 2 Ri inv _i-2(R +o Ri)inv ¢_T - o _ Rp2
Ro.._._+ __Ri J
RpI Rp2
+ 2 R (inv _ - inv _ ) (52)
o o
Measurement Over Rolls
Internal Gear
In order to obtain the measurement over rolls for an
internal, it is necessary to determine the position of the roll in the
tooth form. The geometry of this case is shown in Figure 19.
I W = radius of the roll
I,et
N2 = number of teeth in internal gearThe roll rests in the tooth form at a point such that
inv _R = N2 + inv ¢ - 2Rp2 - Rb---7
From the geometry of involutes,
Rb2
m - (54)
cos _R
When the number of teeth, N2, is even, the measurement over rolls is
i given by
Mi - 2 (R - W) (55)
I and when N2 is odd, the measurement is
( -)
I MI = 2 R cos 2N2 W (56)
l 30
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Figure 19 - Measurement of Rolls
External Gear
The analysis for the external tooth form is similar to
that for the internal tooth. The roll rests in the tooth form at a point
such that
w
inv CR = 2Rpl + inv _ = Rb I NI (57)
It follows that
Rbl
R - cos _R (58)
When the number of teeth, NI, is even, the measurement over rolls is _\
bi0 - 2 (R + W) (59) __
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I and when N1 is odd, the measurement is
IT
II Mo = 2 R cos 2_ I + W (60)
I (c) Torque Capacity Anal_sis
The exceptionally high torque capacity of the epicyclic trans-
mission is ,.orive, from the inherent capability of the transTaission to
I increase the number of teeth in contact under torsional load. Althoughthe theoretical contact ratio will fall in the range of 1.0 to 1.5, under
load, the teeth in contact will approach ten percent or more of the total
I_ number. This capability is due to the unusual design of mating inte:nal-external gears having a d fference of b t a few teeth. In this desig ,
adjacent gear teeth which cannot contact on the true line of action, are
separated by a distance which is within the range of expected loaded
I tooth deflections and results in more teeth the load.
many sharing
The maximum tooth deflection, which limits the number of teeth
i coming into contact, is calculated from the following expression whichis based upon the fact that the involute gear tooth is similar to a
parabolic cantilever b_am as illustrated in Figure 20 having uniform
stress under load:
I P-3242
Flgure 20 - Tooth _eometry[
l
I
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where:
f = tooth deflection
b = face width
E = gear elastic modulus
P = applied load
From Lewis' Equation for gear tooth bending stress
SYb
P = _ (62)
max D
p
Substituting equation (61) into equation (62)
= Dp"-'_ (63)
which defines the maximum allowable tooth deflection.
A necessary requirement of the Dynavector Actuator transmission
is that the effective operating pressure angle of the transmission gears,
when r.,nning with each other, must be very small. Internal-external gear
pairs with nearly equal pitch diameters and io_ press..re angles are not
practical, due to tooth interference. However, the gears can be machined
to a pressure angle of 20 degrees and operate at a pressure angle of 0
degrees by locating them at a center distance slightly less than the
theoretical center distance, where the base circles are tangent. This is
an inherent capability of involute gears and only changes the operating
pressure angle. This distance at which the centers must change for 20
degree pressure angle gears to operate at 0 degrees, can be computed as
follows :
PDin t PDext.)_C.D = (I = Cos ¢) _ (64)
where _ is the pressure angle of each gear.
Special Internal-external pairs of gears having only a few
teeth difference, can only be assembled in the axial direction and, thus,
are radially locked in place. Tooth trimming is necessary in the mesh
to allow them to operate at a smaller center distance. The amount of this
trimming is small and must be determined from a detailed analysis.
However, an approximation of this is:
_T - 2 PD Sin $ I - cos sln'l PD
33
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I It follows that, when under load, maximum tooth deflections equalto the amount f tricing will bring approximately 2 _ arc into c tact.
Gear layout studlps have been made which show that it is reasonable to
expect at least J0 percent of the total n_ber of teeth to share the load.
The torque capacity of the transmission can be calculated on
the basis of Lewis' Equation for the strength of a gear tooth in bending
and the ass_ption that the load will vary linearly between the maximum
and ;,_nlmum loaded teeth.
The torque is related to teoth loads as sho_ in equatior (66)
, 0(an1T = -- N (66)o 2 2
and letting Pmin equal O,
PDNP )
T = max (67)
l o
SYb
P "-- (Lewis Equ_,'_,Ij (68)
max Dp
and
P xD
N - D _ (From gear tooth layout study)i0
- Substituting in equation (67)
2
PD SY b
To 40 (69)
The form factor (Y) can be assumed to be 0.5 for stubbed gears
with many teeth. High strength gear materials are avlalable which allow
design stresses to be utilized as high as i00,000 psi.
I
i .
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4 DESIGN
A. Configuration
The basic configuration is similar to that described in
Section 1 and as shown in Figure 4. An assembled drawing is shown in
Figure 21. The only deviation in the design is two balance members, items
15 and 16. These are ring gears with one-to-one ratio teeth between them
and the actual or active ring gear an _.similar teeth as on the ring gear
meshing with the output shaft. Theiz combined weight exactly equals that
of the ring gear and they are installeJ 180 ° out of phase with the ring
gear. This combination produces a vib ation-free motor.
The ring gear is an assembl, of two parts, items 6 and 13,
splined together to form a rig_: membe ". This pline is also the one-to-
_ne gear mesh used to drive the balance rings.
F_gures 22 and 23 show assembled and exploded views of the
actual motor. All parts are fabricated from stainless steelJ with the
expection of the output mesh of the ring gear, which is zabricated from
4340 tool steel. The manifold is designed for direct mounting of the
J-2 servovalve.
B. Dis9lacement
The displacement and volume under compression in the displace-
ment chambers was obtained froi,:a ten times size layout of the motor, by
obtalning the areas of the dlsp]acement chambers at the two extremes of
travel as shown in Figure 24. The results using a planimiter to obtain
the area
L'hcrc
2
= O.(_g15 in
']
9
Ao = 0.2435 I:_
Tile displacement is given by
(A2 - AI) n in3/rev _
where w is the chamber width and _l is the number of chambers.
dM = (0.2_35 - 0.0815)(1.9)(9) = 0.440 in3/rad2_
and the volume under compression in the dtsplace_ent chambers is given by
0.24,35 + 0.08,15 (,1.9)(9) = 1.39 In 32 2
).
i
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Figure 22 - Assembled Model PL-OI5-BI Dynavector Motor
FLgure 23 - Exploded View - Model PL-OI5-BI Dynavect,_r Motor
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I Figur__ 24 - Displacement Areas
C. Commutation Area
The actual co_.mutationport dim,nslons as illustrated in
Figure 12 are
[ y - 0.2041ne = 0.062 in
w = 0.200 in
I
|- from equation (29),
I- - 2 (o.o62- o.oo4)(o._oo)I + 2 cos40+ 2 cos_o - 0.06712Acl
[
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D. Torque-§.peed Characteristics
The torque-speed computer program developed in Section 3 is
used to predict the moLor load curve. The leakage areas are shown in
Figure 25 and are,
ALl and AL2 = 0.006 in 2
AL and AE = 0.0043 in2
2
'_ = 0.0045 in
ACp
ACp, - negligible
From the previous section
DN = 0.440 in3/rad
AC = 0.137 in2
and the remaining inputs are
Av = zero (no servovalve)
N-15
WLI LEAKAGE
DISPLAC|M|NT f _ _. _ ]
CNAMB|II WALL PI" PRESSURE
WL LEAKAGE
(WE ON CHAMBERS I,-42N
CONNECTED TO P2)
FL8ure 25 - Dynavector Actuator Leak_ae Paths
39
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I PE = 14.7
C = O. 523
Cd = O. 80
R = 040
T = 530'_R
ri = 0.75
The resuIts of the computer run are presented in Figure 26. The expected
load performance should meet the design requirements.
E. Response Characteristic
The quantities required to determine the response are the
volume under compression and the inertia. The ring gears total weight
is 5.06 Ibs. Therefore the inertia is,
5.06 ? _
J - (0.062) _ = 0.0000503 in-lb-sec3,_6
i
|
2oo0.
I. P$ : 250500
I.
F,[ o.0 IO0 200 300 400 5,00 e_SPEED- RPM
Flgure 26 - Torque-Speed Characteristic
|
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The volume under compression consists of the volume in the motor which
is 1.30 in3 from the previous section, plus tilemanifold volume, which
is 2.23 in3 for a total of 3.62 in].
From the torque speed curv- Figure 26
3T
-- = 160 in-lbs/rad/sec
therefore,
, = 3.62 (160_ 2 = 0.0474 second
and
" 16(1 104_ = = 30x
wE (5.03 x 10-5)(]5)2(0.0474)
_N = 550 rad/sec
]I wE = 87 cps
n = 1/2J (5"-03 x 10-5)(15) 2(1_0) O. 0474
q = 0.06
This second order response cur_e is plottec, in Figure 27. However, the
actuator wl]l be driven by the servovalve which has the response shown
in Figure 2£. Adding this to Figure 27 results in Figure 2q, the
expected response curve of the actuator.
F. Balancing Design
Of _nterest will be the magnitude of the unbalance force if the
balance gears were removed. The force is a simple inertia-F,aking force
with circular frequency characteristics. The degree to which this forced
vibration is undesirable depends upon natural frequL..cy of the flexible
members of the system upon which the motor is mounted.
The magnitude of the force is given by
F = Me_ 2
with direction and sense radially outward. The frequency _ is simply the
force vector speed and a magnitude versus motor (force vector) speed is
plotted in Figure 30. Speed is presented in cps.
41
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Figure ?9 - J-2 Servovalve and Dynavector Frequency Response
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Figure 30 - Shaking Force as a Function of Frequency"
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G. Transmission Design
(a) Output Mesh
i This Section presents the gear design analysis forModel PL-015-BI Dynavector. The computer programs developed earlier
are applied to obtain the required gear specifications.
the gear diameters ard ratios have been establ_shedfrom the layout of the motor and are presented in Table II.
Table II - Model PL-OI5-BI Gear Parameters
Output Gear Mesh
External Internal
Pitch 24 24
Pressure Angle 20 deg 20 deg
Pitch Diameter 1.750 1.875
Number of Teeth 42 45
I_ These inputs were introduced into the
computer program
to determine the outside radii (RO) of the external gears and the inside
radii (RI) of the internal gears that wil] run without interference.
The result_ are:
Output Mesh
I Numl,er of teetl_, extcrnal gear 4"
_:u bcr of teeth, internal gear 45
Base radius, external gear 0.822223
i Base radius, internal gear 0.88096Center distance 0.06250
RO 0.g9179
RI 0.92277
[ Pressure Angle 20 degrees
These values for the output gear mesh were fed into the
trochoid design computer program to provide proper tooth tip design. Asummary of the results of the trochold program is presented in Table III
for the worst-case condition, when the output gear mesh is engaged on the
i recession side. Alpha values are given for each ten degrees. In theactual computer run, alpha values were analyzed in one-degree increments
between 1 and 132 degrees.
I
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Table III - Trochoid Program Values (Output Gear, Recession Side)
Alpha Gamma Radius Clearance rb - Radius
1.0 0.004 0.86029 0.00005 0.03806
I0.0 0.032 0.86135 0.00047 0.03933
20.0 0.076 O._6442 0.00115 0.04260
30.0 0.113 0.86937 0.00171 0.04773
40.0 0.120 0.87602 0.00184 0.05454
50.0 0.080 0.8844 0.00124 0.06279
60.0 -0.022 0.89344 -0.00034 0.07023
70.0 -0.200 0.90360 -0.00316 0.08242
80.0 -0.467 0.91430 -0.00745 0.09098
In the table, _ipha is the angle from the contact point to the correspond-
ing point on LAte trochoid. Gamma is the angle required to calculate the
clearance and the rauius is the distance from the external gear center to
the correspondin_ point in question. The last column is a number obtained
by subtracting ti_ebase radius of the external gear from the radius, to
farizita_ plotting the trochoid
To plo_ the trochoid, the external tooth involute is
obtained in X and Y coordinates from the base circle, as shown in
Figure 31.
Figure 31,- Involute Coordinates
45
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i To obtain the basic Involute, the X and Y (ReferenceFigure 31) coordinates for a base radius of one (i) are multipli d by
the base radius for the tooth external gear and are listed below.
I rb = 0.82223
'," y
x] Yl ""
0.00357 0.02409 0.002933 0.019815
0.007249 0.03839 0.005960 0.031572
0.011000 0.05046 0.009045 0.041493
0.01481 0.06]29 0.012184 0.050397
0.01g69 0.07128 0.015373 0.O5_611
0.02864 0.09384 0.023554 0.077161
0.03890 0.11410 0.031987 0.093818
The coordinates are plotted in Figure 32 as the basic
involute. Note where the X scale is, with respect to the base radius,
rb. The appropriate RO and RI and pitch diameters are not added to the
figure to complete the part of the basic involute in contact. Next,
I_ the trocho_d (dashed line) is plotted by using the last column in theprintout as the X dimension and the c'earance column as the Y dimension
from the basic involute. Positive clearance is plotted away from the
I external tooth and negative clearance into the external tooth. Thechamfered t oth tip is now drawn and nade to cl ar the tr choid as
shown. The external O.D. and internal root diameters are now estab_ hed
from the figure.
I Normally, the internal tooth is cut to an internal diam-
eter of RI. However, it was decided to also add a chamfer to this tooth
l which could always be removed later if desired.A summary of the data ks presented In Table IV
l ]'able IV - Gear Design Surmnary
I Output Gear Mesh
External InternalI
I Number of Teeth 4_i 45
Base Radius 0.8_223 0.88096
Pitch 24 24
l Ro 0.89179
1.
RI 0.92277
l" Root Diameter 1.866 1.966
1 O.D. 1.822
l I.D. 1.846
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(b) One-to-One Mer_h
The one-[o-one or grcur d mesh i,_ a basic involute gear
problem r_quiring ecralght forward a_alysis. Figure 33 is a view of the
mesh, defining the required geometric relatlonshlps.
The circular pitch or tooth-to--tooth spacing at the base
circle is given by
47
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Figure 33 - One-to-One Gear Geometry
Ii where N is the number of teeth. In this design, both internal and ex-ternal gear must have the same base circle, hence the sam circular
patch. The operating cleazance is twice the operating center distance
or 2e. Therefore, if Y is a given external tooth arc thickness at the
i base circle, we have by simple addition
Y + 2eX
and the external tooth spacing between faces becomes,
Ii c,
The two quantities C - Y, and X can quickly be converted to pin dimensions
i by standard methods, since they represent the required arc lengths atthe base circle. A summary of the PL-OI5-BI one-to-one mesh i_ presentedin Table V.
I
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Table V - Model PL-OIS-BI One-to-One Mesh
Quantity External Internal
No. of teeth i_ 18
Pitch Diameter 4.60 in 4.50 in
Pitch 3.WI 3.91
Base Circle Diameter 4.3125 in 4.3225 in
X 0.4127 rad
Y 0.2074 rad
Pin Diameter 0.6250 in 0.3750 in
Dimension Over Pins 5.4645 in -
Dimension [nder Pins - 4.1321 in
H. Strength Requirements
The relationship between pitch diameter and face width is
plotted in Figure 34 for a 2700 in-lb requirement.
Any combination of pitch diameter and face width may be
selected from Figure 34 and the requirements for the 2700 in-lb trans-
mission shall [,emet. The diametral pitch selected will not affect
the transmission torque capacity, although zhe finer pitches simplify
the design to provide a minimum uontact ratio of 1.0.
A pitcl, diameter of 1.750 inches was selected,resulting in a
required gear face width of 0.709 inch.
3-
a 2
g
!
L
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0 ! 2 3 4
(b) GEAR FACE WIDIH - INCHES
F/sure 34 - Pitch DLameter Versus Face WLdth 200,000 Ln-lb
Dynavector Transmission
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i After the gear teeth have been designed, the tooth bendingstress can be analyzed, using the actual tooth form factor as measured
from the layout. By shifting the center distance for an effective pres-
sure angle of zero degrees, the torque momentum will equal the base
radius (RB)
PD
RB = _-- cos 20 ° = 0.823 in.
and
I
' FT = R-_ = 3.290 Ibs
The total tangential force (FT) equals the average tooth laads times
the number of teeth in contactr
l
FT = .
I
The maximum tooth bending stress from Lewis' Equation is:
: P D
max v 3t290 x 24
I SB = Yb = 2.25 x 0.8 x 0.708
SB = 62,000 psi
where Y = 0.8 from the tooth layout.
Tooth Contact Stress
The tooth contact stress Js very low for internal gear drives and
especially low for teeth having nearly the same base clrcle. According
I to Timoshenko, the contact stress between internal and external steel
___ gear teeth is given by the following expression:
/FEarI-r2>
Pmax = O.418_ LrI r2
It is apparent that the radii of curvature (rI and r2) are nearly equaland the contact stress will be low.
I
[
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SECTION III
TEST RESULTS
1. TEST SETUP
The motor was tested, using the test setup shown in Figure 35. The
output _haft was coupled through a flexible coupling to a strai._ gage
torque cell and d.c. tachometer. The torque cell wa_ loaded with a
magnetic partical clutch through an auxiliary transmission. Hotor tests
were run wit:, a porting plate directly coupled to the motor, while s_rvo-
valve tests were performed with the valve mounted on a transfer manifuld
in place of the porting plate. TLc motor was flange-mounted to a test
stand bracket which also supports the load cell and loading apparatus.
The instrumentation schematic is shown in Figure 36 and the instru-
ments are listed in Table VI. Azl test points were simultaneously
recorded on the strip chart _order and selected functions were plotted
on the ,'-Y recorder.
Table Vi - Instrur,-entList
Tcrque Cell O to _ 2,000 in-lbs
'(;ici_oiLc_.cr (J to + 500 RPH
Pressure Transducers 0 - 1,000 psig
(three)
Prussure Gages O - 1,000 psig
Flowmeter 0 to 300 scfm
Function Generator
Servovalve Amplifier
Strip Chart Recoraer
X-Y Recorder
i
2. FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
The motor output shaft was locked bv applying a load greater than
the:motor's outp,_t torque and the stall flow was measured as a function
of supply pressure. The results are shown in Figure 37. The load was
reduced to zero and the test was repeated to obtain th,_ second curve in
Figure 37.
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j Fig, re _5 - Test Setup
I Figure 36 - Test Schematic
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The test was repeated again for many different load values and the
I following quantities simultaneously recorded:
(i) Torque
(2) Speed
(3) Flow
I From these recordings, horsepower and flow were computed and their ratioswere obtained. The results are shown in Figure 3_, the specific fuel
consumption curve.
I 3. LOAD CI_RACTERISTICS
Torque and speed were recorded on the X and Y scale of the X-Y
i plotter for a slowly varying load from zero to stall. The test wasrepeated for several supply pressures to obtain the torque-speed charac-
teristics shown in Figure 39. These characteristics were used to compute
the horsepower curves shown in Figure 40.
I 4. SERVOVALVE CHARACTERISTICE
The servovalve was instai±aa on the motor and connected to a driver
I amplifier controlled by function The servovalve was a
a generator.
valve originally designed for the J-2 vane motors and had restricted
supply area. A no-load speed curve was obtained and is shown in
Figure 41. As can be seen, the valve area is slightly undersize, sincet le required peed of 210 RPM is not reached. However, th motor has
the potential and an increase in valve supply area will result in the
i correct no-load speed.Finally, frequency response curves were obtained with and without
balance gears and are shown in Figures 42 and 43. The reduction of the
inertia by 1/2 when removing the balance__ears is verified by thec eased response by a factor of the _ 2.
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SECTION IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this investigation have verified the design, velocity
and force output capability of a Dynavector servomotor and confirmed the
response capability. The relationships between design parameters and
performance characteristics have been correlated and all requirements
of the contract i:ave been fulfilled.
The following design variables have been optimized for torque and
response:
(i) Pressure balancing the eccentric ring member
(2) Vane design
(3) Gear ratio
(4) Motor balancing
(5) Commutation techniques
\Complete motor tests were conducted at room temperature, usingnitrogen and the result_ have shown that J-2 requirements can be met,
using hydrogen at -250°F with the Dynavector motor. Furthermore, the
unique design of the Dynavector will result in a much simpler overall
gimbal actuator design compared to the conventional approach.
As a result of this effort, the next logical step in follow-on
phases would be to design a complete flight-welght and flight-worthy
gimbal actuator. Little, if any, additional motor development would be
required, and the efforts would be directed toward system development.
The Dynavector response characteristic results in a gimbal actuator closely
approximating hydraulic gimbal actuators. Therefore, internal compensation
techniques, such as dynamic pressure feedback will have to be incorporated.
The ultimate system goal would be an actuator capable of being driven by
the hydraulic servoamplifier.
i
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